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NOISE COMPARISON OF TWO 1.2-P RES SURE-RATIO
FANS WITH 15 AND 42 ROTOR BLADES
by Richard P. Woodward, Frederick W. Glaser, and Joseph A. Wazyniak
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
In this report, two 1. 829-meter- (6-ft-) diameter fans suitable for a quiet engine
for future short-take off-and-landing (STOL) aircraft were compared. Both fans were
designed for a 1. 2 pressure ratio with similar weight flows, thrusts, and tip speeds.
The first fan, designated QF-9, had 15 rotor blades and 11 stator blades. The rotor
was highly loaded and the tip solidity was less than 1. The QF-9 rotor blades had an
adjustable-pitch feature which can be used for thrust reversal. The second fan, desig-
nated QF-6, operated at a moderate loading with a rotor tip solidity greater than 1.
Fan QF-6 had 42 rotor blades and 50 stator blades. The low number of rotor blades
for QF-9 reduced the frequency of the blade-passage tone below the range of maximum
annoyance. In addition to this difference, the QF-9 fan had a somewhat smaller rotor-
stator separation than the QF-6 fan.
In terms of sound pressure level and sound power level, QF-9 was the noisier fan,
with the power level results for QF-9 being about 1 decibel above those for QF-6 at
equivalent operating points as determined by similar stage pressure ratios. At these
same equivalent operating points, the maximum perceived noise along a 152.5-meter
(500-ft) sideline for QF-9 was about 2. 5 PNdB below that for QF-6, which indicated
that QF-9 was less objectionable to human hearing.
INTRODUCTION
Short-takeoff-and-landing (STOL) aircraft of the future are planned for operation
near highly populated areas. The reduction of engine noise is therefore a very impor-
tant consideration that will largely dictate the engine design. In this report, two can-
didate 1.829-meter- (6-ft-) diameter, low-tip-speed fans for a low-noise engine are
compared. One fan, designated QF-9, features an unusually low number of rotor and
stator blades with high rotor blade loading. In addition, the QF-9 rotor blades have an
adjustable-pitch feature which provides an unconventional method of thrust reversal for
fans. The second fan in this comparison, designated QF-6, is a fixed-pitch fan that has
a higher number of blades with moderate loading.
The low number of rotor blades on QF-9 was expected to yield a noise benefit in
reducing the frequency of the blade-passage tone relative to that of QF-6, since the
shaft rotation speeds were about the same. If it is assumed that the level of the tone is
unchanged, the tone at low frequency is less annoying than a high-frequency tone. This
result would be reflected in a lower calculated perceived noise level. This study com-
pares the two fans in terms of sound pressure level, directionality, and perceived noise.
APPARATUS
Fan Assemblies
The acoustic and aerodynamic data in this report are for the design nozzle config-
urations. Fan QF-6 was designed by NASA; fan QF-9 was a contractor design. The
specific design approaches differed for the two fans. In table I, selected design con-
figuration parameters are compared for the two fans. In addition to a 1.2 pressure
ratio, both fans were designed for approximately the same weight flow, thrust, and tip
speed. Fan QF-9 is much more highly loaded than QF-6 as shown by the D-factor,
which has a maximum of 0. 530 for the QF-9 rotor compared to a maximum of 0. 386
for the QF-6 rotor. The D-factor remains at a high level over the entire length of the
QF-9 rotor. The QF-9 rotor and stator chords are considerably longer than those of
QF-6. Fan QF-9 was designed by Hamilton-Standard.
Figures 1 and 2 show the blading of the conventional fan, QF-6. In figure 1, the
view of the partially assembled stage shows the 42 fixed-pitch blades of the rotor. Fig-
ure 2 shows part of the 50-blade stator assembly.
Figures 3 and 4 show the blading of QF-9. Figure 3 shows part of the 15-blade
rotor assembly. The chord of these blades increases from hub to tip, with a maximum
value of 34.3 centimeters (13. 5 in.) at the tip. These blades have an adjustable-pitch
feature, although for this comparison the rotor blades remained at the design setting.
The partially assembled QF-9 stator, shown in figure 4, clearly shows the very-low-
solidity, large-chord blading. The adjustable-pitch feature of QF-9 was not feasible
for QF-6 because of mechanical complexities required to actuate such a large number
of blades.
Figure 5 presents the relative positions of the QF-6 and QF-9 blading as viewed
looking toward the fan axis from the blade tips. To reduce rotor-stator wake inter-
action, a major noise-generating mechanism, it is desirable to increase the axial spacing
between these blade rows. For QF-6, the spacing is about four rotor-chord lengths.
However, the large-chord blades limited the practical spacing for QF-9 in the facility to
about two rotor-chord lengths at the tip. The large camber of the QF-9 blades resulted
primarily from the lower solidity levels for that design (table I(b)). Differences in blade
camber and chord angle are more pronounced for the stator blade because of large dif-
ferences in design incidence angle for the two designs.
Figure 6 is a cutaway sketch of a typical fan installation as tested at the NASA Quiet
Fan Facility. The sketch is a schematic representation showing the drive shaft in the
fan inlet and the support pylon. In all testing, the fan flow passage was completely hard,
that is, with no acoustic suppression treatment.
Facility
The fans compared in this report were tested at the NASA Quiet Fan Facility, shown
in figure 7. The fans are located on a concrete pedestal 37 meters (121 ft) from the face
of the wind tunnel drive motor building. The wind tunnel drive motors are used to drive
the fan through a gearbox and drive shaft. The acoustic data were taken with an array of
microphones located at the fan centerline elevation on a 30. 5-meter (100-ft) radius from
the fan at 10° increments from 10° to 160° from the fan inlet centerline. Data were not
taken at 0° because of the presence of the drive shaft, nor above 160° because of high-
velocity fan exhaust. In figure 7, the microphones are shown covered with plastic bags
as weather protection. Foam treatment is shown on the portion of the drive motor
building wall that was considered likely to cause a sound reflection problem at the micro-
phone locations. Figure 8 is a sketch of the test site. The entire test site surface was
hard asphalt.
Instrumentation
Both fans had several similar measuring stations to allow a measurement of the fan
aerodynamic performance. Figures 9 and 10 show the axial locations of the measure-
ment stations on QF-6 and QF-9, respectively. Figure 11 shows the detailed layout of
this instrumentation at each of the four measuring stations. Six equally spaced thermo-
couples were located on the lip of the bell-mouthed inlet to determine the average inlet
temperature. Six static taps were located in the outer wall of the inlet duct. These
static taps were used for the inlet weight flow calculation. Four identical total pressure
and temperature rakes were used downstream of the stator blade row to determine the
stage weight flow and the stage total pressure ratio. These rakes were located nominally
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at 90° intervals but were displaced slightly in order to avoid being in a stator wake.
Finally, just downstream of the nozzle exit, three equally spaced total pressure rakes
were used for thrust measurements. These three rakes were arranged as shown to
avoid the wake from the support pylon. All rakes were removed for acoustic tests.
PROCEDURE AND DATA REDUCTION
The aerodynamic data were recorded through a pressure multiplexing valve, a
pressure transducer, and a computer network. This system recorded nine samples in
about 90 seconds. These raw data samples were averaged and used to compute the de-
sired flow parameters.
Three separate 100-second samples for each speed point were recorded from the
microphone data on magnetic tape for later analysis. Simultaneously with the magnetic
tape recording, an on-line one-third-octave-band analyzer was used for 4 seconds on
each microphone sample, and the results were recorded on digital tape. These one-
third-octave digital data were further adjusted for atmospheric absorption to obtain re-
sults corrected to standard-day conditions of 15° C and 70 percent relative humidity.
The data were not adjusted for ground reflection. From these standard-day, sound
pressure level data, the sound power level and perceived noise values were calculated.
For the perceived .noise level determinations, the data were adjusted to a 152. 5-meter
(500-ft) sideline, which has become standard practice for STOL noise evaluations. A




At a given percent of design speed, the total pressure ratio of the QF-6 fan was
slightly higher than that of the QF-9 fan. The design inlet weight flow of 396 kilograms
per second (873 Ibm/sec) was achieved with QF-6, but a stage pressure ratio of only
1.182 was obtained rather than the design-predicted 1. 2. The measured thrust of QF-6
was 59 575 newtons (13 393 Ibf), which is below the design value of 70 415 newtons
(15 830 Ibf). As shown in table II, the performance of QF-9 also fell somewhat short of
the design-predicted values of weight flow and pressure ratio. The measured weight
flow was 388kilograms per second (855 Ibm/sec), as compared to the predicted
403 kilograms per second (889 Ibm/sec); the measured thrust was 56 412 newtons
(12 682 Ibf), as compared to the predicted 71 705 newtons (16 120 Ibf); and the pressure
ratio at design speed was 1.170. Throughout this report, the fan-stage total pressure
ratio is used, as well as the percent of design speed, as a means of correlating the
acoustic data of the two fans. To achieve a higher pressure ratio, OF-9 was run at
speeds above its design speed. -
Perceived Noise Directionality
Figure 12 is a series of five plots which compare overall perceived noise level
(PNL) as a function of angle on a 152. 5-meter (500-ft) sideline for the two fans at var-
ious speeds. In each plot, the two-lobe nature of the noise is evident, with both fans
being rear-quadrant dominated. Figure 12(a) compares the two fans at 60 percent of
their design speeds. At all angles except 10° along the sideline, QF-6 has the higher
perceived noise level, with the difference being especially marked in the rear quadrant.
At 60 percent of design speed, the pressure ratio of QF-6 is slightly above that of QF-9.
At 70 percent of design speed, figure 12(b), both fans produce about the same PNL's
in the front quadrant, with QF-6 again dominating the rear quadrant. Again, QF-6 has
the slightly higher stage pressure ratio.
QF-9 was run at 86 and 93 percent of design speed rather than at the 80- and
90-percent speed points of QF-6, which had been run earlier. Eighty-six percent of
design speed was specified by the fan-stage designer as the approach speed, with
33 percent of design speed being selected as an additional point between the approach
ind 100-percent (takeoff) speed. In figure 12(c), the results for QF-6 at 80 percent of
Jesign speed are compared with those for QF-9 at the existing 70- and 86-percent
speeds. In the front quadrant, QF-6 at 80-percent speed has only a slightly higher PNL
;han QF-9 at 70-percent speed. In the rear quadrant, the results of QF-6 compare very
closely with the results of QF-9 at 86-percent speed; although the QF-9 pressure ratio
is higher, 1.125 compared to 1.080 for QF-6.
At 90 percent of design speed, figure 12(d), the QF-6 results compare closely in
PLN level with the results of QF-9 at the existing 86- and 93-percent speed at the front
angles. In the rear quadrant, the noise of QF-6 dominates both QF-9 cases.
Finally, in figure 12(e), the results of QF-6 at 100 percent of design speed are
compared with the results of QF-9 at both design speed and 110 percent of design speed,
where the QF-9 pressure ratio is 1.210 - slightly above its predicted design value. At
100-percent speed, QF-6 is still the noisier fan at all angles.
Sound Pressure Spectra
The low number of rotor blades in the QF-9 design was expected to lower the QF-9
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blade-pas sage-tone frequency (BPF) to a region of less sensitive human hearing. The
sound pressure level spectra show the frequencies of the fan's blade-passage tones. The
one-third-octave sound pressure level (SPL) spectra corresponding to the peak angular
overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) are compared in figure 13 for the front quadrant
and in figure 14 for the rear quadrant. Comparisons are made in the same manner with
respect to speeds as were the PNL distributions of figure 12. In figures 13 and 14, how-
ever, the data are for the 30. 5-meter (100-ft) microphone radius rather than a 152. 5-
meter (500-ft) sideline.
Front quadrant. - The blade-passage-tone spikes (BPF) and the first overtone, or
second harmonic (2H), are designated for each spectrum. In some cases, a shift in fan
speed is not enough to place the blade-passage tone in a different one-third-octave filter.
Hence, the tone SPL appears to be at the same frequency for two speeds. Figure 13
presents the SPL spectra at the angle of maximum OASPL in the front quadrant; fig-
ure 14 presents the SPL spectra at the angle of maximum OASPL in the rear quadrant.
In each comparison, the blade-passage tone for QF-9 is clearly at a much lower fre-
quency than for QF-6 because of the fewer number of rotor blades.
The front-quadrant spectra at 60 and 70 percent of design speed are shown in figures
13(a) and (b); the QF-9 SPL is above the QF-6 SPL from 200 hertz to about 1000 hertz
and below the QF-6 SPL at higher frequencies. Also, the level of the blade-passage-
tone spike is higher for QF-9 than for QF-6 at these two speeds.
Figure 13(c) compares the SPL spectrum for QF-6 at 80 percent of design speed
with the spectra for QF-9 at 70 and 86 percent of design speed. It is noteworthy that the
blade-passage-tone spike is at a much higher SPL for both QF-9 cases than for QF-6,
even though the QF-9 pressure ratio at 70-percent speed is only 1.081, compared to the
QF-6 80-percent-speed value of 1.117. QF-6 has a higher SPL at all frequencies above
1200 hertz.
Figure 13(d), comparing the results of QF-6 at 90-percent speed with the results of
QF-9 at 86 and 93 percent of design speed, shows the same high relative levels for the
QF-9 blade-passage tones. Otherwise, in figure 13(d), QF-9 is seen to be the dominant
noise source to about 1600 hertz, with QF-6 being the noisier fan above this frequency.
Finally, figure 13(e) compares the SPL spectrum for QF-6 at design speed with the
design-speed and 110-percent-speed spectra of QF-9. The QF-9 levels continue to
dominate to about 1600 hertz. Above 1600 hertz, the noise of QF-6 has the higher SPL.
There is little difference between the two QF-9 spectra at frequencies above 1600 hertz.
In general, the QF-9 sound pressure levels are higher than the QF-6 levels at low
frequencies, to about 1000 hertz, with QF-6 having the higher levels at the higher fre-
quencies. These differences in SPL are caused by the relative locations of the blade-
passage tones for the two fans. In addition, the internal broadband noise which is re-
latable to the blade chord lengths (ref. 2) is expected to be lower in frequency for QF-9
than for QF-6 because of the larger rotor-chord lengths of QF-9.
Rear quadrant. - Figure 14 presents the same type of comparison for the rear quad-
rant that figure 13 presents for the front quadrant. In the front quadrant, figure 13,
QF-9 typically has a higher blade-passage SPL level than QF-6. In the rear quadrant,
the blade-passage spikes are at nearly the same levels.
Beginning with the 60-percent-speed comparison of figure 14(a), the QF-9 results
as usual dominate to about 1000 hertz; the results of QF-6 dominate above this fre-
quency. The blade-passage-tone SPL for QF-6 is slightly higher than that for QF-9.
At 70-percent speed, figure 14(b), the blade-passage tone SPL's have nearly the
same level for QF-6 and QF-9.
Figure 14(c) compares the results of QF-6 at 80-percent speed with the results of
QF-9 at 70- and 86-percent speed. Here the level of the blade-passage tone of QF-6
falls between the levels for the QF-9 blade-passage tones at 70- and 86-percent speed.
The QF-6 SPL is above both QF-9 cases at frequencies above 1600 hertz, although there
is a marked increase in the higher frequency SPL of QF-9 as its speed is increased from
70 to 86 percent.
In figure 14(d), comparing data for QF-6 at 90-percent speed with the data for QF-9
at 86- and 93-percent speed shows that the blade-passage-tone SPL's are nearly the
same. , .
Finally, in figure 14(e), comparing the SPL for QF-6 at design speed with the SPL
for QF-9 at design and 110-percent speed shows that the QF-9 SPL is much greater than
the QF-6 SPL at the lower frequencies (JO600 Hz). Only in the 110-percent-speed case
does the QF-9 blade-pas sage-tone SPL slightly, exceed the blade-passage-tone SPL for
QF-6. In this case, QF-9 has a pressure ratio of 1.210 compared to 1.182 for QF-6.
At the higher frequencies, QF-9 at 110-percent speed nearly matches the SPL of QF-6.
Thus, the maximum rear-quadrant noise data of figure 14 show that the BPF tones
for the two fans are about equal and that the broadband noise of QF-9 is greater than
that of QF-6 at all frequencies to the QF-6 BPF. At all higher frequencies, the QF-6
broadband is higher except for at 110-percent speed, where the level of QF-9 is about
equal to that of QF-6 at 100-percent speed.
Narrow-Band Spectra
The front- and rear-quadrant tape-recorded data were also analyzed with a constant
32-hertz-bandwidth narrow-band analyzer and are presented in figure 15. These de-
tailed spectra show the blade-passage tones (designated BPF) and the associated har-
monics much more clearly than did the one-third-octave analysis. The data presented
in figure 15 were not corrected for standard-day conditions. The measurements were
taken at a 30. 5-meter (100-ft) radius from the fan. In figure 15(a), the results of QF-6
and QF-9 at design speed are compared at 20°, as a typical angle. As in the one-third-
octave front-quadrant spectra of figure 13, the blade-passage-tone SPL of QF-9 is above
that of QF-6. At frequencies above the QF-6 BPF, the broadband noise of QF-6 has the
higher level, reaching an almost constant 4 decibels higher than the QF-9 SPL above
4000 hertz. Figure 15(b) compares the results of QF-6 at design speed and QF-9 at
110-percent speed at 20°. At this front-quadrant position, the QF-9 SPL's at
110-percent speed are very nearly the same as the QF-9 SPL's observed at design speed
(fig. 15(a)), except for the blade-passage-tone level, which is slightly higher at the
110-percent speed. These same comparisons are made at a typical rear-quadrant angle,
130°, in figures 15(c) and (d). Figure 15(c) compares the design-speed spectra for the
two fans. At this rear-quadrant position, the QF-6 SPL assumes an almost constant
7-decibel increase over the corresponding QF-9 design-speed SPL above 4000 hertz.
Finally, in figure 15(d), the QF-9 110-percent-speed SPL results are at about the same
levels as the QF-6 design-speed results at frequencies above 4000 hertz. Note that in
the rear quadrant (at 130°) the QF-9 110-percent-speed SPL levels are above the QF-9
design-sped SPL's, while in the front quadrant (at 20°) increasing the QF-9 speed from .
design to 110 percent had little effect on the sound pressure levels.
Power Level Spectra
The sound power level (PWL) spectra, integrated from 10° to 160°, are presented
in figure 16. The comparison at 60-percent speed, figure 16(a), shows the blade-
passage tones for both fans at the same power level. Otherwise, as noted for the SPL's,
QF-9 has the higher sound power level below 1000 hertz and QF-6 has the higher level
at the higher frequencies. At 70 percent of design speed, figure 16(b), the QF-9 blade-
passage tone is .now above the level of the QF-6 tone. In figure 16(c) with QF-6 at
80-percent speed and QF-9 at 70- and 86-percent speed, the results of QF-6 still domi-
nate above 2000 hertz. The QF-9, 70-per cent-speed-spectrum, blade-passage-tone
PWL is about the same as that for QF-6; the tone PWL for the 86-percent-speed spec-
trum is considerably above the QF-6 level. Figure 16(d) compares the 90-percent-
speed spectrum of QF-6 with the 86- and 93-percent-speed spectra of QF-9; again QF-9
clearly dominates the lower frequencies, and QF-6 the higher frequencies. The QF-9
blade-passage-tone PWL at both speeds is above the QF-6 level. Finally, at the design
speed for QF-6 and both design speed and 110-percent speed for QF-9, figure 16(e), the
QF-9 results stilldominate the low-frequency PWL spectra. At higher frequencies,
QF-6 is still the noisier fan, but the difference between QF-6 and QF-9 is less than at
the lower speeds. At design speeds, the QF-6 blade-pas sage-tone PWL is slightly
greater-.than the QF-9 value. However, the blade-passage-tone PWL of QF-9 at
110-percent .speed is well above that of QF-6 at design speed.
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The appendix introduces computer tabulation and plots of the acoustic data. These
tables and plots can be found at the end of this report.
Overall Correlations
Throughout this report, the percent of design speed and the stage pressure ratio have
been used to identify the sound data test points. Figure 17 relates the overall sound
power level (OAPWL) to the percent of design speed for both fans. In this comparison,
both fans seem to have about the same OAPWL at any given speed from 60 percent to
design speed. The slope of the QF-9 OAPWL curve has an inflection before the increase
to the over speed points.
Perhaps a more meaningful way to correlate these data, considering the actual stage
performance, is to plot the OAPWL against the stage pressure ratio. This is done in
figure 18. Now QF-9 is seen to produce a slightly higher OAPWL (about 1 dB higher)
for a given pressure ratio to the design-speed point of 1.170 pressure ratio. This higher
OAPWL might have been caused by the higher loading levels and closer rotor-stator
spacing of QF-9 compared to QF-6. Again, the overspeed data show a continued in-
crease in OAPWL.
The maximum perceived noise levels along a 152.5-meter (500-ft) sideline are
plotted as a function of the percent of fan design speed in figure 19 and as a function of
the stage pressure ratio in figure 20. In figure 19, the maximum sideline PNL is about
2. 5 PNdB lower for QF-9 than for QF-6 at similar fan speeds. When this maximum
sideline PNL is plotted as a function of the stage pressure ratio, as in figure 20; QF-6
still has the higher noise level. However, the PNdB difference between the two fans is
not as great as in the comparison of figure 19. Thus, the use of the small number of .
blades in QF-9 did achieve a small measure of perceived noise relief by shifting the
noise to a lower frequency range, a region of lower human ear sensitivity.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two candidate fans (QF-9 and QF-6) for a quiet, short-takeoff-and-landing (STOL)
aircraft were compared for acoustic performance. Fan QF-9 is a highly loaded design,
with a solidity less than 1, that uses a low number of rotor and stator blades. The very
low number of rotor blades (15) lowers the blade-passage frequency and allows QF-9 to
have an adjustable-rotor-pitch feature which can be used for thrust reversal. The sec-
ond fan in the comparison, QF-6, has a high solidity and moderate loading with a higher
number of rotor (42) and stator blades. Both fans were designed for a 1. 2 stage pres-
sure ratio and similar tip speeds and weight flows.
Neither fan achieved the design stage pressure ratio; QF-6 came closer, with a
pressure ratio of 1.182 compared to 1.170 for QF-9. Fan QF-6 achieved its design in-
let weight flow at design speed, but QF-9's measured weight flow at design speed was
slightly below the predicted value.
The sound pressure level and sound power level spectra for QF-6 and QF-9 at simi-
lar stage pressure ratios and fan speeds show QF-9 to be consistently noisier at the
lower frequencies (^1000 Hz), depending on the fan speed. Fan QF-6 is noisier at the
higher frequencies.
In the front quadrant, the blade-passage-frequency sound pressure level was con-
sistently higher for QF-9 than for QF-6; in the rear quadrant, the tones were very
nearly at the same level for the two fans. Both fans had higher perceived noise levels
in the rear quadrant than in the front quadrant at all speeds. Asa function of percent
of fan design speed, both fans produced about equal overall sound power levels. How-
ever, because of the somewhat lower pressure ratios of QF-9 as a function of speed,
QF-9 has a somewhat higher overall sound pressure level than QF-6 at a given pres-
sure ratio.
The main acoustic result of the reduced number of blades on QF-9 was to lower its
major noise contribution, the blade-passage tone, to lower frequencies where it is less
objectionable to human hearing. In terms of preceived noise levels, QF-9 was less ob- |
jectionable than QF-6, especially in the rear quadrant. '•
The low-blade-number approach used in the QF-9 design shows promise as a method
of reducing the perceived noise level of a quiet STOL engine. Also, the variable-pitch
feature, made practical by the low number of blades in QF-9, could be a considerable
asset in a future quiet STOL engine.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1973,
501-24.
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APPENDIX - COMPUTER TABULATION AND PLOTS OF ACOUSTIC DATA
This appendix introduces computer listings and plots of the acoustic data for QF- 6
and QF-9. Figure 21 presents the sound power level (PWL) spectra for QF-6 and QF-9.
Figure 21 (a) presents the PWL spectra for QF-6 at 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of
design speed. Figure 21 (b) presents the PWL spectra for QF-9 at 60, 70, 86, and
93 percent of design speed. Figure 21 (c) presents the PWL spectra for QF-9 at 100,
110, 115, and 120 percent of design speed.
Figures 22(a), (b), and (c) present the corresponding overall sound pressure level
distribution on a 30. 5-meter (100-ft) radius for QF-6 and QF-9.
Figures 23(a), (b), and (c) present the corresponding perceived noise on a 30. 5-
meter radius for QF-6 and QF-9.
Figures 24, 25, and 26 present the one-third-octave sound pressure level spectra
at each angle from 10° to 160° from the fan inlet. '
Table in is a listing of the acoustic data for QF-6.
Table IV is a listing of the acoustic data for QF-9.
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TABLE I. - FAN DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
(a) Aerodynamic design parameters
Parameter
Overall total pressure ratio
Rotor -stator separation, number of rotor chords
Predicted overall efficiency, percent
Corrected inlet weight flow, kg/sec (Ibm/sec)
Corrected inlet specific weight flow, kg/(sec)(m ) (lbm/(sec)(ft ))
Thrust, N (Ibf)
Work coefficient
Rotor head -rise coefficient
Stage head -rise coefficient
Corrected rotor tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec)






































Cruise design corrected speed, rpm








Rotor inlet hub-tip radius ratio










































































TABLE II. - SELECTED AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS AT DESIGN SPEED -
DESIGN PREDICTION COMPARED WITH MEASURED RESULT
Parameter
Design corrected tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec)















70 415 (15 830)







71 705 (16 120)






















































































































































































































































OOC^t^ V£ LO ON t -CMC— ^DCMIT) ONHVO V O H V D ** E— ^f L D ^ C M ON O fO ON
VDCOxJI -^C^^O ^ C— C— ONr-lCM ^i1 I/) t"- C O C M O N O ON C~- NO VO -31 rnCMO O
r\ rH ^ r-l H rH i-HrHrH H 21 H H r-1 21 H r-i 3 H H ^ rHr-lrH iHHM H
CQOOO c- o in ON t- c- in rH ON o ON •* ^< ON f-> CM ^ •* cv?°?cy. °? °. "*? °°.
/Tsvnm rr\ in o CO m H m in in COC--O rM-^CSJ n CM O ON ON C— VDmr^i m
v£)VD^ VOt^-t-- ^Dt-t^ C^C^C^ t^CO CO COCOCO ODCOCO C^t^t- t^ C— t— ON
cOrnco locoo t^ooooN ooco ro^ro vocom cMtr-t^ rHONio oOHrn -^
<X)VDt~- C^OON ^rHi-H IOMDC-- r H H O O -^t r— [n V O ^ C V J o ONVD ^ O VO VO
VOVDVO VOt^VO VO^-C^ C-t--t-- COONCO COCOCO OOOOCO CO c— [>- C^C--\£> ON
^SS S2? S"^ £££ ?§S SSS S£S ??? P?S S
p-«oo <OP~*O o^or- r-P-P1- r — o o c o co co co C O G D C O r - r^ -p— p-oo o^
cr^in o o- n> mooo> -<«i * >o i^ oo omo o <r r- m ^  -• a- m - -<
r-f-o) oino ovr-«M -m- o m * * oo o <o t- <f ~ ^  in .CON* o
ermin « oo oo in i^ <o o- o CM mini- oo o oo cor-* -r tvj & « M i-
 o
•4*^00 o«-^oo o^r^r 0006 (NJOO in^nco r^ojcg (Ni>cirt O ' - j - fM o^
fw m in ^ co r^ ^ »o co co o O co CNJ * in r~ * ^ ^ •— * fJ* ^ * *^ f*~ fi ^
0*0* ^>coco inor- cooo ojmin ^r-^ »nJ-^ oaso ^-ain p-
inp-co O O C N J 4-1*..* ocn-. inr^o csicnso fMr-o^ *^CNJ ^^CN, tr
C» P* o oocr -o P- co C>)»«CM ^^-f- p- «-• r*- c* co in in in <\j o^o«-* o^
C) *O in in o co p** p*> CD o ^ *S* *O p^ o^ o ^ O *N *^ GO P* *o rn c\j CD -^ r\j
^*cvrn i^  tn in oj CM p* o in ^ co r* »$• o oo <o <y in <NJ ^ o in ^» p- m -4-
0s in «O P^^^O co^^o f^m^o co CD ^H <M in ry c<> r^ ^^ O^O^o in ^t p— -4"
0*0^3 o P- r- « P- r- p- P- P- P- oo GO GO co co co co co r- r- r- P- p- >o cr
OOco m •-< co o> p- P*J otMco 04 in o OfMco ^pnru o^ •-• o -o ^ in in
(T<oco p^ojt-4 U«<MCM in P* p- o o* m ^r r* m in >f •"* w w P- in ra co in
O«O^O O P- P- * P- P- P- P- P- CD CO GO CO CO CO CO CO CO 00 CO p- P- P- O (7*
m *n o in « co <T o *^ in rn tn oo o in p-mco tro^r CD^HO* ^-« rsi CD p»
erf*-** comro (^  in in ocoo1 o •-* •*• ij- co in in in <M »H I-H co p* -^ cr «o
<0 <O f5? ffl ft!* fe P* P1^ *^ P* P/* fc BD O7* CD CD OD CO 00 CD CD CD CD t*- P~* P? «O 0^
v ry ui u\ flu o cv o w* f^ m ^ > o *4" T*" o u> w f t*J ^^ *^ ^  o *** *•?" "^ **'"
p-«P- P-P-P*- p*p-rr P»P»P* p-ouco oo co oy coooco oocor- r-p-o w


















































































































































































-j-oin <o 0s h- mmc r- in CM co m m in <o co r- r- r\j ro <M m o «-•**• o*
r- <o *o r- o* a* r- a> o •-! m m *o i-i a* •-« m in mcnrg 1-4 ,H o« a1 h- in *4-
o c\j •-« <si ir\ m a> o* *o m — « ce • -41 a- a- »-4 <M *i- m m o c ' croo(r \or-o IP.
oo^c* ocsifvj c*^^tv j •4 - <or— o ^ r ^ ^ H ' ^ - ^ o o o %c<o<j* c^>(^t-t * -*CT"OD t«-
GD
mooo ^-coo occa- <4"Of> o«or- ^<triin m^«m eo^o* ^10^ *o
•^•m'd- ^ -moj *-<oo o«-irsi mr-ir\ ooc-o oooo%o -4-^o o*m.-t o
fooom mroa^ i-tmtf\ rj^tcj oo vj- o oo foco com-4- ^ j - ^ o o " ,-<,-« ni oo
f<ifo^ ^••^•cj r>j(\)<M cvjmir* irsc-r^ o^csim corsj^-i oo1-^ ir\i-<r- m
^tfNj«-i >omm <jv^*^- tncMr- ror«-o rgo^^ r^mK -4-^-c* m m i n ^ o
(\ic\jm m^m »-t^-m m^>eo O^m irvr^o cor-tn ^j-roo1* co-^o eo
^^•r»- f^ f*. f^ r^r^.^ (^^^ cocoa* c o c o ^ oo oo ao coooh- h-h-f^- c*
i-t *G «-• o*r^ -*crco f\/f-r* m^eo f\ i%j-co meor- ^-**o*r ^o^- fO m
oc**-" mmrx j ,-tmfO <o h- cr- ryr-in r-cr^« a-ao<c ir\*tr-4 0s in *-• o
»-•
^-« IT* •«*• i— i r* f— m c* •-< rn oo oo r*- PJ •— i m (\j >r o •—•(*> 0s o ff1 co^oco CD
*-i O o rs jmm ocn^ ^h-o> «-»r**o ocoo oor- 'O t ^ m C T ^ 00^0* a-
-f*. r*r- h-r-r- r*r^h- r-r-r- cocoa^ 00000* cococo cooo f - r-r-%o <r
*.-
•-i*-i«o *o^-^- C' fotv j fs-r_,-( ir\a*m n^t-to« ^>m^i ^ - f^m ^-if-f- h-
crcor- o^dfM cofMcn ^*oas o-^rvj inr-co v o ^ o m mrvjo1 oon^eo r-
<7<c<r <or-r- *or^r- r-r-r- cycu<7» coeuco GO co CD cocor^ r*-r-«o cr
CT'Of- crrg»-i oo«-«rsj ^«oco ^tsjO1 m ^ % o -^--j-rg o O *O ^.-4>o in
so ^o *o -oh-r- ^or^r*- f-r^r*- r^oooo oo co oo cococo oocor- r-r*-^ o*
tnr-*-1 orn-j* m»-4co m--*^ ci«-«tn m»-*»-i ^-rorv j % O ^ C M csjcrrx j h-
C O * O » O 00^-4^1 CDO^1 (M^-m r-r-400 ^HfO-t1 (NJCJO CT'OOlTl (NJOO(*1 m
mr*-*-* (^>fr,cc r>(y(v cr*of~ </av '-» cc^^ r m c c o o ^- *o rv & >-> r-
r^-mio * O C T « O cor-o oc<ifo mcroo coa-f- t 0*00^ •J'fio cor^a1 «^
tn-4-m mco«-< c r^<M o^f-^ «or--»-t cg^-co -4-00 ru *or-^ rocoo O
cor-if\ >oo^»-' r-t^o orstco ^ oo -o cocy^ a-oor^- tn*i-ra o ^ — t ^
m»r<j m^xc r *o^o o-or- in-^-m c\jf»it-« «4>rg^-« rNjr-rn <-*c7O co
oocor- r-^to r-ooo ^nmro moco O*NITS rx jm^n OO1!*- ir\«-«^s (*i
o o ^o *or-r-- ^oor*- r-r-r- r*-oooo cococo cococo cor-h- f-t*-o o>
mr-ifv O'-'rn »-«mo r~- *o <a ocr<o mcro coi^-*- ^-irg-j- r-t o ^ o
oo o u^ org^H coo*^ t\t \f\ *o co^tCT1 fM^f1* ^•lorn (NJ^HCO rococo \t\
% O v o ^ o r - r - -or-f»- r-^-r- rococo cococo cococo oocor- r-r^'O o*
inrgo >o co m i-tmm inf-«%o "-"-TO co-t j-co ^»r-o^ ro^^^- <ror* co
cor-*o h-i-Hco a*i-«cvj -^r-co Q ^ C N J -4- o co r-r-m •4 - ' 4 p —< O ^ - O M h-
o o <o «or-r- »oh-r- r-h-h- cocoa* cococo cococo cococo h-h-h* a-
rn-4"^ *OCOCD %ocou^ o^^^-^ *^ru^^ oco^* rOfO*o r-Oro «c ff^ CD f*-
>oinr- oufMm *H <n c«i • t^ u» t* rsjtnrvj r-cuo cocum IT»->TOJ ti **J (N <w
CO
co o co ao^--T cninm r-a*-^ r x jw j ^ - r-a*o co co -o mincvi ^H co m a1
j
u^ouj wrsj^u wui^4 v^vjm (.; w u> UUW u>uw *J »-* V *-» W O 4
^if-i*-i rgrsjn -q- 10 ^ CD O *M s> O ui ^too m O cj u.too Of.
i— i .— « r-H rg t>g oi^ui *uuuo IM«UO UJ








































































































































































































































































































r-« o o sO •*••-« c> in m o •-« o* -4" co ct1 •*• %o in co *$• o co •-***•. o«-*u> 0s
ooo «-< f*i m o f*J **> <* »o r*- o*o«-» -o in co %o r- in -^ in <o fi •-< a* f-
rsiojoJ t\i rg rg rg CM <M rgrvirg oj ro -4- m m m cncom m m ro m m (\j -4-
N- <vi »o cNJOf1*- in •-« o* eg r- in o^in o eg I-H **• e> rsj -$• h- o %o r» «-< .in
rg co cvj -4 -^om (*» tn in h- co o CM m '•j- o* cc ••* c?*oco rr-r*->o mm<\j o
»•*
O^-in ^O'fl'O' rsiO1!^ csiino ^4^j tM ^NO«-* c^o^ ^ir>o& CM^-CM in
h-coo^ ooo%o ^^m •j'^j'in ^ f^ f * - f-nor^ »^^<Ov h-h-«d" foc^ tn t*\
<> ^ *-< r*tnr*- h-rj^o. coon^ incr^m cvjinrj coh-*o •-tco^ Oro>*- -o
«O^>OD ooaoo *o -OvO m<oco CDCC.-I mmr- •j-^m (MI-*^ co^-o **>f ^ r - r ^ ^ r - ^ r - i ^ h - r -
^^sD r*-*or*- oo^^S" co^in c ^ ^ m onjrj oorv jvo G O ^ - C M rvjo«-« o
intn-o c o o o % o , *o o %o h-coo ^irofo C T - C D C M (^a*h- o ^ o m ^HGO-41 o
i-H
or-o o»-ir*- o^m**- m^-m incrr*- O D O D O ^ocjco co-*tr^ co^-^ j - in
'ff-^tn ^-r*-^) ^ r* f*- OO<M ^-inco r<j»-<m cvirgo eoooin {*io*in m
f»4
co •* a* crfNJoo ^jtrf*- f\io*^i -4-inco ^4^-^( >»• c? •-* r*rgm OJD^^- ^-
^•fom inr-o ^or*- o^oro •& o & roo*^ ^»-io r- r^- ^ • *<i o* **• rof». f- f^. f. t* fw f^^.^ h-oooo co oc O" o>o i 'Ov 0^0*0* coaoco ocr^ r- o
f-4
m^t»n JMt-trg ^-i^h- ^^(T1*^ -4-^om cnwo c^c^Jffi co^^ tn^r*- *4-
ro ^ •-* ^o«o c M i n ^ o . c o c r f M m^r^- CT'CN«-< O'Oco oom fMOom oT*. r- r~ ^ p. ^ |^ r- (— (^ r- CD C D C D C T ooaocr ootrco O D C U O D cor-h- o
r-4
O m o r- O »-• oo*-i ao->rin ry oo o r- r\j in c-t •£> o r-i o r- ODGDO^ so
IH »-t o r\j«oin <NJ^~*O «o co o o jmnj r- co cr coco<o in *s- ^ (r in ^ oo
r^ ^ ^ f«. fh. f». fw ^ f- h-h-oo <ccoa> oo ao co oo oo co GO oo ao r-r^^- <?*
*4-^-oo cxiinr^ f*-oc7* ^t<y»r\j <r« •-< oo N - C O O ^ O ^ ^ in^-oj ^oc^oo ro
csjinm co »-* r- r-incr mnm ^•Tf^ i ojrxjra c^f1^* eo«^m f» ^- f*- <\j
f^^oo ^roco ^t«-im ^Of* (T^Of*- <*>min co^»-« O'tr^o rocr^- -4"h- r- o ^)r*-r^ r-f-r^ r^r-i^- r ^ c o o o c o o o o o ^ c o c o o o h-r-h- r ^ O ' C - o *
tn^co if\mr*- <M^f* .*-*<<\ir\ o^^vn mcsio ^o*-^> aotnco -ro^c* ^
oor^ an^m ^OCM < >o o r ^c^co mcsjin m-j-i-* oor^ incrin *r
rsjinco in in ^r o*or- m o oa o *> f- oooor* ,*or-<r OOD-O- inm-^ co
a- a^ r- o ^ r o r ^ - ^ H f N j r g -J- in <o oo^o^ ^••frf* *or*-4- in^-rj o-o--* >o
<o 0*0 ^o r»- r- r* r* r- r*- r» r- r- h- OD co CD oo co co co oo co co co r- h- cr
o ^> 1-1 m in *o v> f~ C1 *Or^m fM^in mmr»- m<r«-« Of*ir*- o»^in CNJ
ocrco a*<m ^m-r - (ncoo^ o^<»i r^oo cocri^ %omtM r^r-csj a*
r- o so <o.h> r» r-r-r^ p » r * h - w o o o oo CD a- co co co oo ao oo cor-r^ <r
*r^^4 o •-« r- "TO*-1 -o m ao ^ m in co in 0s tncro oc^rn <-* r» ^  CM
o^ cb oo o in tn rg -t *o h-cr^o rsj m in o^covH o *-* O4 oo r* in m o* ws <^
•o >o o ^r-r- ^ f - r - r ^ - ^ o o oo oo a- eocoo^ a^troo CD co CD oor^r- o
^4
r*(Min f^m<M in«Mf>J fnmr* rvit^rg t\jin<> ^^cr co «o <NJ o in r- eo
u*(T<r o <o >c <*i * *o • u* o i-< *T -fl" *T ocr^* o »^ f" r^ r- tn rncrm o0*0-0 ^ r* r~ r- t*- r- r* oo ao O O Q D O ^ o* co cr cra^co co co oo oo r— f^ o
**
p*-r-« m^^« (vcM^o. *^oj in *o c? CMP-O <o o cr irv^-o^ r-fMh- en
oo <r c- *-i r- oo o o^ OD <y ^ ri <in^ OOCNJ o*^co CD co in ^ — -o *•*
sor^jO r^r^r" h-p^f^ i*-coeo wco t r 0*0*0* O'O^co oo CD oo cpcoi^- o
•^4
•^•r-in 03 tJ r- u> t> -< o*-«cu o^-in wmtr ^a»^ au^o wir^ rg
1-1
«j
v ni w wmt? wvm «•» w w w v> o w w w ^»wu wrc^v *j w w u
ut«ai oo4« v U1 ^ *J w ro v V *" oww inov w w QJ woo «
• • ' - ^«^iH w nj m ^rm« eg o ry >o c? in ^oo moo in w o fl£


























































































































































,4- ~4 ,4- in o in o o m <v *» o o r- in -4- •$• rg <o m co co r\j m o *^ in m
(*im«rf- in r- o . ^ t- en o ^- oo o ^-< <v tn <*• r- co •-< o co r- co o o -*• <\j o
r\j rg rg rg rg rg r j fvjcM pg <M <n mmm •$• m ro ^ e*i m mmm mr«>m in
or-o «-i so •-• rgijnf«* cco>o mm«-i o o CD CNJO*'* ^-cn^ *or-«-« o^
-omr- aoo^o^ ^-cco* O^^^CNJ •* in <D ^-oo *ti-<*-4 o o oo co^tn rj
(-4
irih-^ Oh-ro <MOf- coino r*-iAin r\i«oao mr*-"*" ^^<or*- »-«inh- **•
^fsi-4- -4- fs j^4 oo*co r-r*co co <r> «-« OCVJCNJ inrgra *-»or* ^ (si oc ^
O O C D G O CD CD CD CO f^ f- r^f-f- f - f -GD C T O O C O CO CO CO CO CD h- (^f*.^ 0x
m(rco h-ro^ OOOCNJ omin rsj^org o in GO o o CD -^-m-* r ^mm o
-4OCM m»o^i o o o O(ro oom ^^-^ eo sO m -4- -t rg o r- m oo
ao oo oo co CD co CD co co r- h- co co CD oo o* co CD co co co co co co co p- h- CT>
vO co •£> mm>o o *-* cvj >o o -o inro*M o <N in «sj o f^ CNJ co 0s <4-o^rsi in
c o c o — i COINJO OOO OOM mm^o i/\coo> cooo ooi^ ^-ON ^
1-1
co o^ in o*-i«-i O'Ccn o 1-1 *o cor^o> moo - r -oom o o co o o -<r co
oh-CT1 1-1 CM o ooo -^fMro in*oo* <r»m«n «omm rvifNico r^-AJO >j-
r-h-r- co CD co r- co co co co oo co co co a* 0*1 O"1 o>o>o> o>o>co co co h- .0
^»
ocro O»«M*»- »-i CNJ co f-O'O cr^^m 'O<7»ox mr-o> ^icoco *-icoin. in
co*or- CT'I-^O cooo •-• CM »*• ^)cct^ *-<cjm «omi^ «-*o^- r*-mco i^
r*- K r*- f ^coco h-coco cococo cocoo> 000s ooo ooco CD co r- o
»-< *^
^m»o in^nm r-^-tin o»-to C O O C N J u>r-ro ^co»o cj rg o tA(\irsj in
tn-4-in f - oo ooo OCM-T moo co.-«rj *«-CM^H oo»^ O(NJCO m
^^
*j- -4- >r so co co in r- co Or^m moo ^o o «-» m oj o o co m 4-00 oa
P-*
^oo oco^ m oo in *-«-to ooo or**-* r^^^ in^n^- m r-< r- in
*r ro m inoco in in co COON < < o in co a — • o co r- f- >r rM co f\j o
r-r-r- ^r^r* r-f^-r- K C O C O c o c o c o a co co oo» cococo cor-h- o
**
*r*in C O Q C O , comr*- «-*in»o ur\mr-< rjoco «rno r^o-^ ocoo O
^ - c N j f v i ' c M ^ o ««--4-h" r^oo f s j m i n ' f s j o o of^-in m m o " h-cno h-
f - r - r - h - r - r - c o c o c o o r ^ o
oooo m«-*^^ , fi^r- t*-^^o ruin^ cj eg o f*-ino oi^o ^too o
(fi<-^o ( N J O ^ - . ^ ^ O oeoo »-*<M'*' mmo ooio ^-f^o co«no co
o
cot^o TNnip-i m *o in O(*>o rg r- ^H r- m rn ^-» »-» m ofnco otno o
rg rg -^ (<>t^r- -j-ino ocoo ^4^in ^Oh- <MOCO r^^-fr csjeofM o
r*-r-h- r^r-r- r-r*-r- r*p-r* cococo ococo o c o c o c o c o c o cor-h- o
<\j*Mt-4 eg r*- h- 04-000 r-o^-t ojmtn tncoo ^oo h-r-'* m o ^ ' »-•
r-«
f-« so co mmm fvimco ooo ooor^ rginin ^tcnco inauo ^f*itn r-
(M^o rocoo inr*r* O O C M » a - i r \ r - r " O O tf\fM^ ooo ^^HK eg
rwr^f^ f ^ fw f * . f~. f~ f^ r- CD oo cococo ocoo ooo cococo ooeo^ o
r-<
.j- ^j co h- vo o Or-4ao <-<oo r- in r^ rotnco h-oco tn IT r-t r- <M n^ o
ojfMi«i motr r^ocr rgmm o >o a> r— o o IT\CMO oor^ ^-P^r^ rn
i^
(Too^o (ntntr o*^*v p-co»-i otno or-o ^ m'm u> ^« ^ o o r-* m




w pi w w m w u u u t . ^ ^ u w u/uw woo c«wo o w v> www -J
u>«cu v rg o o u^ *-< oum owv> woo mwo 'woo woo <i
^ ^-i U rgojco -a-tnO apocv o o in *^OC9 mow 10 o o flC




















































































































































































































O -4* O* CM m p- »-4 »-i **• r-iQoo o* -0 o ^ -41 m ,0 m CM o^*c IT*. *o o *-<





 rHrH ^, r-
^3 o in co o* rn P"* P*~ o P~ ^ ^ in (M *o o o o* CM o* co *o o CM rH t\t *Q p—
P" P- CO CO CO 00 COOOOO COCOGD COCOOO O O* 0s O» O" O* O1 O* O* O'COCO O
_l rH
r-f-co INJP- r- -4- o CM M<O co <M >o en o o co <o CM p- m in o CMO^ *
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 00 CO 00 00 CO CO CD CO O* 00 CO C O C O C C CO CO CO P- P» P- O*
ir> -4- p- p- p» tn -a- -41 m CM CM m CM. en rn en oo %o o*ooco »op»in mo-**) o
CO CO CO CD CO 00 CO CO 00 C O C O O O CO CO CO O* CO CO OO CO CO CO CO CO CO p- P^ O
rH
cocoo* ocorH oorsi p-p-in inmrH mm^ rutvjco ^^*H j-p-o m
00 CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 00 CO CO CD 00 O*O* CO O1 O1 O1 O*O* CO CD CO CO O
fliTtO* in rH fTt CO CO O -4" <N O rHO*O OOrHrH CO CM i— • *OO*rH inrHlTt CO
rHrHcg ^info cufn^- -r^-in p» co o • tn co in p-«o»O -4-*j-r\i o o r\j co
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 00 CO CO ^  O O* O* O* O* O* O* O* ^ O* CO 00 O
tor-P- •*• o*1 >t p- p- rg r^ co in <T> -4- rg •-» r\i c\j corop- CM o o* CM m o in
Q o* ^H -4" «f *^" ^H (O *^" ^ "4" *o CD o*' »M in. r^  m co *o ^3 -^  «4" o o P~ (M, co
CO P" CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 00 CO CO CO O* O O*O* O* O* 0s 0s O* O* O* CO CO O
fH rH CO rHrHO CM »-l lf> O <V *M COOt t CM <O CO fsj fO O1 (MCNJO* O »^ CO O*
p— p— p" QO CO CO CO CO OO CD CO CD 00 CO O* O O* O* O* O* O* O* O*- O"* O* CO OO O
*•* m oo in *c ^ *o ro oo o* CM CM *& tn rH co co co p^ m sr CM ^H CM o^ p* 10 p**
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Figure 1. - View of QF-6 rotor blading.
-72-2180


















Figures. - Relative blade positions for QF-6 and QF-9. All cross sections




Figure 6. - Cutaway sketch of typical fan installation.
-72-3465






















Fan rotor vTest fan nacelle
















Figure 10. -Cross section of QF-9 stage (hard walls). (All dimensions are in cm (in.).)
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o Total pressure element
e Total temperature element, T
• Static pressure tap, S
S-2— I—S-5
Inlet static pressure taps.
(-Four identical rakes: 10 total pressure
/ elements and 9 total temperature elements
' (expanded view shows element distribution)
Three identical rakes: 19 total pressure
elements and 3 static pressure taps
(expanded view shows element distribution)^.
<t vertical





Nozzle discharge total pressure only.
Figure 11. - Detail of fan aerodynamic instrumentation. All views looking downstream.














(b) QF-6 at 70-percent, speed.
20 40 60 80 100
Angle from inlet, deg
120 140 160
(c) QF-6 at 80-percent speed.

















(d)QF-6 at 90 percent speed.
70
20 40 60 80 100
Angle from inlet, deg
(e) QF-6 at 100-percent speed.





Fan Angle from Pressure Percent of
inlet, ratio design speed
deg
OQF-6 20 1.066 60
OQF-9 10 1.060 60
Blade passage
frequency (BPF)
 BPF| Second .
harmonic I
2H




50 100 200 400 1000 2000
Frequency, Hz
(c) QF-6 at 80-percent speed.
4000 10 000 20 000
Figure 13. - Sound pressure level at maximum-intensity angle on a 30.5-meter (100-ft) radius -
front-quadrant 1/3-octave spectra.
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50 100 1000 2000
Frequency, Hz
(e) QF-6 at 100-percent speed.






Fan Angle from Pressure Percent of
















DQF-9 140 1.081 70
100 200 400 1000
Frequency, Hz
2000 4000 10 000 20 000
(c) QF-6 at 80-percent speed.
Figure 14. - Sound pressure level at maximum-intensity angle on a 30. 5-meter (100-ft) radius -
rear-quadrant 1/3-octave spectra.
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(e) QF-6 at 100-percent speed.
Figure 14. - Concluded.



































1000 2000 300n 4000 5000 6000
Frequency, Hz
7000 8000 9000 10000
(b) QF-6 at design speed and QF-9 at 100 percent of design speed; angle from inlet, 20°.

























1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Frequency, Hz
7000 8000 9000 10000
(d) QF-6 at design speed and QF-9 at 110 percent of design speed, angle from inlet, 130°.
Figure 15. - Concluded.
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Fan Pressure Percent of
ratio design speed
O QF-6 1.066 60











Ic) QF-6 at 80 percent of design speed.
Figure 16. - Power level comparison - 1/3-octave spectra.
10 000 20 000
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Fan Pressure Percent of
ratio design speed
O QF-6 1.146 90
D QF-9 1.125 86












100 200 400 1000 2 000
Frequency, Hz
(e) QF-6 at design speed.
Figure 16. - Concluded.
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= 145 —
60 80 90 100
Percent of design speed
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1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24
Stage pressure ratio
Figure 18. - Overall power level as function of stage pressure ratio.
60 70 80 90 100
Percent of design speed
120
Figure 19. - Maximum perceived noise level on 152.5-meter (500-ft)
sideline as function of percent of design speed.
1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24
Stage pressure ratio
Figure 20. -Maximum perceived noise level on 152.5-meter (500-ft) sideline as




(a) QF-6 at 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of design speed.
U 6 8 10' 2
FREQUENCY. HZ
(b) QF-9 at 60, 70, 86, and 93 percent of design speed.







14 6 8 ID2 il 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY, HZ
U 6 8 10"
(c) QF-9 at 100, 110, 115, and 120 percent of design speed.
Figure21. -Concluded.






















(a) QF-6 at 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of design speed.
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0. 10. 20. 30. l|0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140. ISO. 160. 170. 180.
flNGLE. DEGREES
(b) QF-9 at 60, 70, 86, and 93 percent of design speed.
Figure 22. - Overall sound pressure level as function of angle on 30.5-meter radius.
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flNGLE. DEGREES
(c) QF-9 at 100, 110, 115, and 120 percent of design speed.
Figure22. -Concluded.
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(b) QF-9 at 60, 70, 86, and 93 percent of design speed.


















































































(c) QF-9 at 100, 110, 115, and 120 percent of design speed.
Figure23. -Concluded.
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(a) Angle from inlet, 10°.
U 6 8 10s
(b) Angle from inlet, 20°.
Figure 24. - One-third-octave-band spectra on 30.5-meter radius for QF-6 at 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of
design speed, for various angles from the inlet.
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(c) Angle from inlet, 30°.
1 6 8 10 U 6 8 10' 2
FREQUENCY. HZ
(d) Angle from inlet, 40°.
Figure 24. - Continued.
II 6 8 10" 14 6 8 10s
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(e) Angle from inlet, 50°.
6 B 10s
FREQUENCY. HZ
(f) Angle from inlet, 60°.
Figure 24. - Continued.
6 8 10s
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(g) Angle from inlet, 70°.
ID1 2 U 6 8 10*
FREQUENCY. HZ
u e 8 10* U 6 8 10s
(h) Angle from inlet, 80°.
Figure 24. - Continued.
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(i) Angle from inlet, 90°.
U 6 8 10 U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
U 6 8 10"
(j) Angle from inlet, 100°.
Figure24. -Continued.
U 6 B 10s
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(k) Angle from inlet, 110°.
6 8 102 U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY, HZ
6 8 10s
W) Angle from inlet 120°.
Figure24. -Continued.
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(m).Angle from inlet, 130°.
U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
6 B 10"
(n) Angle from inlet, 140°.
Figure24. -Continued.
U 6 8 10s
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(o) Angle from inlet, 150°.
E:D Bl.flOE PfSSfl lJE FfliQUENC
11 6 8 10'
FR5QUENCY. HZ
14 6 B 10" U 6 8 10s
(p) Angle from inlet, 160°.
Figure 24. - Concluded.
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(a) Angle from inlet, 10°.
10' 2 I 6 8 10! 2 II 6 8 10' 2 6 8 10" 2 11 6 8 10s
(b) Angle from inlet, 20°.
Figure 25. - One-third-octave-band spectra on 30.5-meter radius.for QF-9 at 60, 70, 86^ and 93 percent of design
speed, for various angles from the inlet.
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(c) Angle from inlet, 30°.
6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
i) 6 8 I05
(d) Angle frota inlet. 40°.
Figure 25. - Continued.
60
130.-
(e) Angle from inlet, 50°.
U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
6 a io!
(f) Angle from inlet, 60°.
Figure 25. - Continued.
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(g) Angle from inlet, 70°.
U 6 B 10' 2
FREQUENCY. HZ
(h) Angle from inlet 80°.
Figure25. -Continued.
U 6 8 10s
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(i) Angle from inlet, 90°.
U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
(j) Angle from inlet, 100°.
Figure25. -Continued.
U 6 8 !05
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(k) Angle from inlet, 110°.
U 6 8 10
-+i H—6 « O3 2
FREQUENCY. HZ
«) Angle from inlet, 120°.





















(m) Angle from inlet, 130°.
U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
U S 8 10"
(n) Angle from inlet, 140°.
Figure 25. - Continued.
14 6 B 10s
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(o) Angle from inlet, 150°.
6 8 10 1 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
U 6 8 10"
(p) Angle from inlet, 160°.
Figure 25. - Concluded.
U 6 8 10s
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(a) Angle from inlet, 10°.
10' 2 4 6 8 102 Z U 6 8 Id3 2 1 S 8 Id" 2 1 6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
(b) Angle from inlet, 20°.
Figure 26. - One-third-octave-band spectra on 30.5-meter radius for QF-9 at 100, 110, 115, and 120 percent of
design speed, for various angles from the inlet.
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(c) Angle from inlet 30°.
6 8 10'
FREQUENCY. HZ
U 6 8 105
(d) Angle from inlet, 40°.















(e) Angle from inlet, 50°.
PEF CEN
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6 8 l"0z U 6 8 10'
FREQUENCT, HZ
6 8 10*
(f) Angle from inlet, 60°.












(g) Angle from inlet, 70°.
PEF ROE PfS5fl(£ -R IQUENC
fM
LJir
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(i) Anale frohi inlet, 90°.















10' 2 U 6 8 10 U 6 8 10' 2
FREQUENCY. HI
(j) Angle from inlet, 100°.
Figure 26. - Continued.














(k) Angle from inlet, 110°.
U 6 8 102 2 a 6 8 10' 2 H 6 8 10" 2 « 6 8 10s
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6 8 10s
(n) Angle from inlet, 140°.
Figure 26. - Continued.
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(o) Angle from inlet, 150°.
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II 6 B 10" U 5 8 105
(p) Angle from inlet, 160°.
Figure 26. - Concluded.
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